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~T is really something in favor of a book that, to use a common
~ phrase, it is well got up. And Mr. Edwards starts with this
advantage. Sherborne and Cornwall have supplied photographs to
adorn his pages; and the binding and printing are tasteful enough;
very different from those abominable German classics which we
know too well. But is this all we Can say in favor of the book
under consideration 1 If it had been, the SMrburnian would hardly
have been cruel enough to notice it. It is indeed customary to
hold, or pretend to hold, that all drawing-room and magazine poetry
is worthless, and that the amateur is to be condemned. 'Ve do not
scruple to acknowledge a weakness for the despised lucubrations of
such persons; and it may be added, that those who read no poetry
but the highest, deny themselves many pleasures. No, we won't be
so dogmatic; they might not appreciate our pleasures; but at
least they may refrain from contemning those who are otherwise
minded. In moments when we are not strong enough for action,
why not turn to "the idle singer of an empty day", as one of our
sweetest, though not most powerful singers has not feared to call
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himself? Remember Longfellow's words, also; he, being dispirited,
seeks comfort,

" Nat from the grand old masters,
Not from the bards sublime,

Whose ringing foot~teps echo
In the corridors of time;

Read from some humbler poet,
Whose simple and heartfelt lay"

may "drive" something "away", but memory does not help me out
with the rest; the above may prove the point in question.

Now:Mr. Edwards is not fair upon his readers in one respect. If
there is one class of poetry which has been tried "ad nauseam", it
is what is generally known as love-poetry. But he owns himself
that he can't keep clear of it, "somehow love creeps always in."
'When he used to write in the Shirburnian as "Julian", some anony
mous critic characterised his verses as lugubrious in the last
degree; ten years later, we look back on his later productions and
see a pervading monotony of love .and melancholy, let ns hope
partly feigned. :May we hint that, when boys talk of grey hairs
and the bitterness of age, as he did when he was still an under
graduate, it takes a great deal of faith on the reader's part to keep
np the illusion 1 And, if he does not keep it np, he will either laugh
when he ought to pity, or throw down the book in disgust. At the
same period,-we don't doubt that he believed what he said,-he
speaks of having studied philosophy lJnd science, and found nothing
in them; a very likely result at so unripe a period of life. How
ever, the stanzas in which he says so, may serve as a specimen of
his earlier manner, as we really did, on reading them years ago in
the old copy of the Shirburnian in the library, think that there was
a ring of the true metal in them.

" I read the books of the early sage,
But I find no response there;

I have traced the world from age to age,

'Till my heart was sick with care,
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And my eye was dim with the unpierced gloom
Of the weary myriad years;

I have nightly watched for the mighty boon
Of the free and sublime spheres;

I have prayed to the awful GOD above,
But my heart no answer hears.
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I have sought for gentle Nature'" smiles
By the waveless summer sea;

Or in the depth of the greenwood aisles,
Where the heart and hope are free."

We won't quote any more of this, but the poem keeps up to this
level almost all through. Two of the lines have been applied to
the general character of his poetry, by the critic before-mentioned:

"The spirit's eye, with its morbid glance,
Sees sorrow in everything."

The same note is stmck in many of his poems. In one of the best
of these, "Mors Janua Vitre", we have the instability of things in
general, the Pythagorean flux and reflux,fully dealt with:

" Plants from tender seedlings grow
To the bud's new-opening bloom j

From the buds 'the blossoms blow ;
From the blossoms berries come j

Seeds are when these fall away j

Thus of life-with truth we say
That its birth is in decay."

It would be hard-hearted to dO'IDore than allude to the strange
dedication'to the "Electric 'Telegraph", a prize-poem which still

:exists in our 'school Liber Aureus. ,Self-dissection is often more
interesting to the operator than, to lookers-on; and when people

! hint' at 'a possibility of future· fame, 'especially in the line of poetry,

"The" world, which' credits what is 'done,

Is cold to all that might have been'!,
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and will probably make a joke of it. We must not, also, be too
severe upon the want of originality. There is not very much that
bears the stamp of a remarkable mind; metaphors and imagery are
freely borrowed, aud not always, to our mind, properly applied.
But originality and strength are not what ought to be expected in
such books as this; the Pl'imitim may not be the best, and origin
ality is not the only virtue. We take it that the main object of
such publications is to please: first, to please the author; next, to
please such as take pleasure in light reading; in which number we
are not ashamed to be reckoned. The Spectator observed that there
were too many of these Primitire. With all respect to Mr. Edwards,
we beg to concur in the criticism, which hints rather at want of
judgment than at want of the. poetic vein. There is so much of
the same tone running through all, that the reader gets wearied.
Perhaps, if this is not to be the last appearance of the author,
selections may be made in the future. And let us also venture to
ask for revision. :Mr. Edwards excels in flat lines,-we can't help
saying so. _ ,Ve give the worst verse he (has written; there is no
harm in so doing, as it has at least no vice in it, which is more
than can be said for much of the poetry of the day.

" We need another word for this,
The vagueness of one common term

Of misconception parent is,
Of wide and rooted error germ."

It might indeed be wished that the "political poems" were
admitted. The sentiments are such as we most cordially approve,
with the exception that there is too much bitterness against such
names as that of :Mr. Gladstone ("with all his faults we love him
still"); and that the tone of the last piece especially is too
patronising. Moreover, there is not much poetry in these pieces.

But, having done our worst, we will now do our best to make
amends. For which cause we will subjoin a stanza or two from

what is, perhaps his best poem, "By the Sea.'~
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"For I am a child again now,
And the years have rolled away,

And my heart is young as yours is
On this crystal summer day.

No, you need not look so archly!
Do you deem these words untrue?

Did you think me grown, and wiser?
I am far less wise than you."

He goes on to tell of the times

"When there dwelt a gentle spirit
In each coppice and each brook,

And the open page of nature
Was the God-taught poet's book.

Now the times, the times are altered,
And things are not as of yore,

And the Undine's harp is silent,
And the Pixie's dance is o'er;

And the world has lost a beauty,
And the greenwood is less green;

Because men believe no longer,
They are now no longer seen;

But for you earth yet is sunny,
Yet mid faery scenes you dwell,

And my own heart still clings fondly
To the truths old makers tell.
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Then will wander back in spirit
To those old times far away, .

By the unchanged face of ocean,
And the rocks that last for aye."

This is very pretty, "0 si sic omnia!" We have been kind enough
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not to quote any of the amatory poetry; one reason will go far to
excuse us. There is so much, with no great diversity of merit, that
it would seem invidious to choose anyone piece; and if we extracted
the best (supposing it were found) the present redundancy of love
poetry would probably hinder the possible reader from pursuing hiE
researches any further in this volume. And that is the last thing
which we wish to result from our notice of the poet of Sherborne.

Will the powers that be-will they pardon what we mean to say
in conclusion 1 There is a poetical faculty in every boy; it ought
to be cultivated. That element in human nature is one which can
not be neglected without damage; it finds expression sometimes in
the pages of the Shh'burnian. The question will suggest itself.
Ought there not to be a prize at Sheiborne for English Verse 1 It
is easy to laugh at youthful efforts. They do no good, perhaps, to
other people, but the good they do to the author may be consider
able. They ate apt to be sentimental; even to degenerate into
morbidity: but the sentimental element is too much crushed ill
these over-practical times: and a disease like morbidity does not
prove that the healthy use of the function is'deleterious. Othm:

. schools encourage the finer feelings in the way we have indicated.
Why should the lesson be lost upon Sherborne 1 We know very
well that very many have been there who could have made a fair
show in the lists at Harrow Or Marl15orough. Why should they be
left to envy hopelessly the encouragement given to others 1

OXONIENSIS.
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SHOOTING IN CASHMERE.

~ WRITE this from the very wildest part of Cashmere, on the
~ leaf of a book I have torn out for the purpose, as you see. I
hope it will reach you, and if it does it will be better luck than I
expect, as I am obliged to trust it to a native to stamp and post at
Trinnugger.

I am at present shooting my way up a valley or nullah as it is
called. If you call picture to yourself a small valley with steep
precipitous hills, eovered with snow nearly all the way up, rising
almost immediately from a mountain torrent which rushes down
over rocks and cascades, sometimes disappearing under snow aval
anches--if you can fancy such a picture, and a place where the
torrent has rather widened itself into a small lake, on the banks of
which, under a large over-hanging rock, two tents are pitched, one
for my honorable self, and another for the servants and shikaries,
myself sitting at a very minute table,_ smoking a very large pipe,
and the coolies outside carrying an Ibex I have just shot,-if your
imagination will reach thus far, you will see me as I am at this
moment.

This is a very jolly life for me after the great heat of Moral',
rambling about all day on the hills, starting every morning at
daylight, and returning in the evening, though I have had some
times to sleep in caves and under rocks.

These Ibex are very difficult to get at. I have only shot four
and believe I may think myself very lucky. The best bag ever
made was by B--, of the 7th Hussars, who shot eleven, but then
he was five months at it. Tho worst of it, is being alone. Two
men cannot shoot in the same nullah, and as I speak very little of
the language of the country, I am obliged to speak to myself or to

my dog.
The excitement of the sport carries one along all !lay. Perhaps,

with gllj,sses, one sees some Ipex on the top qf the hills, on the
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snow miles off. The stalking then begins. They have wonderful
sight, and if they catch sight of a man, they are off never to be
seen again. Perhaps the whole day is taken up in climbing to
where you have seen them, but they have disappeared. At other
times one may get pretty close, but not close enough for a shot,
and one lies for hours, scarcely breathing, hoping they will come
near; at last one of them suspects something wrong, and away
they go, down precipices and up again like the wind. There are
very few bears in my nullah, which I am sorry for, but it is one of
the best for Ibex, and I have a very good shikary-a quiet rascal,
but he knows every inch of the ground and is a capital stalker.
L-- is now shooting about forty or fifty miles off. We send

coolies to one another. When I heard last, he had shot one Ibex
and had had a great encounter with a bear; he certainly did not
know how to go about the business, for he had to put eight bullets
into the animal. Bears are great cowards, but when wounded, will
charge; the thing then is to wait until quite close, aud then give
it to him in the chest or neck, when he goes down like lead. Our
shooting trip will be over the end of the month; we then propose
travelling about to see the sights, and have some fishing; after
wards we think of going to Simla. It is a long march, between
three and four hundred miles, but they say the scenery is very
grand all the way. I should like to see Simla, and shall write and
ask P-- to put us up for a couple of days or so. We shall
escape the disagreeable journey to Lahore by this route. Coming
up~ we had to do it in native carts, not the most pleasant mode of
travelling for two nights, I assure you.

My paper is very nearly coming to an end, so I must bring my
letter to a close, nolens volens.

August 20th. It is six weeks since I heard from England, but
the postal arrangements are so bad, that I expect to find a batch of
letters at Trinnugger. So many people travelling about Cashmere,
it is a great shame to have only a native to manage the post office.
It is always the same answer, whether one sends or goes to the post

office oneself. "Any letters for me to-day 1" Answer" No Sar l"
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"I am sure there are." A." No Sal', we read English very well, no

letters for you." It is only by laying violent hands on the letters
that one ever gets any.

'Ve were at Gulmurg when I last wrote; from there we went
down to the head of the valley to try and shoot a panther or two.
They have beautiful skins and are well worth getting; but we were
not successful, though we sat up several nights in trees, with a goat
tied underneath to attract the panthers. One night, when sitting

up, I shot a big blaek bear. It was just getting daylight, and I
was very sleepy and half dozing on my perch, when I was roused

up by a hallobaloo, and down came the old bear upon poor little

Nanny. He made one pat at her with his paw but luckily missed,
when I shot him through the shoulder. When it was light enough,
I tracked him down the ravine, and found my friend, but he took a

couple more shots before he gave in. They are rather ugly cus
tomers when wounded, and charge at onee. I had been told that a

bullet in the neck was deadly. I wanted to try, so went pretty
close up and sllot him there, and went back to my tent, leaving a

couple of coolies to bring in the skin. After a time, it seems they

thought he was dead, and went up and took him by the ears, when he
got upon his hind legs with a roar, and away went coolies and vil
lagers who had collected, running for their lives. They would not go

near him again for a long time, but at last they brought in the skin.
Another night a panther came close to me, but I was too low

down in my tree, and he saw me and would not come and be shot,

though he kept me on the qui vive all night with the peculiar

hoarse roar or grunt that they make.
'Ve are now at a place called Mansbul, very prettily situated on

the banks of a lake. The lake is surrounded by hills, on which

are a great many chukor, a sort of partridge, very much like the
French red-legged bird. We were out this morning, but only got

seven birds. 'Ve were not properly dressed, and our legs were cut
to pieces with the thorns; we could not get along at all.

We expect to get to Simla about the first week in October. I

will write again from Trillnugger.
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THE ASCENT OF MOUNT SINAI.

27th [March, 1848.] ~E set off this morning with our Shekh
~ and Hagazee to make the best of our

way to the convent at Mount Sinai, leaving Mohammad, the other
dragoman, to bring on the baggage camels by an easier but more

circuitous road. Leaving 'Vady Feiran we soon reached the na~ow
Wady or ravine Nukb Hawy, where the steep rugged path ascends

between lofty over-hanging granite mountains. We found it coM

here and had a few, a very few drops of rain, the first we had had

since leaving Cairo. 'Ve walked up a great part of this narrow
vallcy, the ground being difficult for our dromedaries. From the

top of this narrow valley we had the first distinct view of the range

of mountains called Mount Sinai. There, from the summit, lay
stretched before me the plains of Er-rahah, where, in all probability,
the Israelites were encamped, and in front of us, towering over the
plain, the bare and rugged granite peaks of the mount where Moses

received from the Almighty the tables of the law. I saw at length

the ~cene of one of the greatest transactions that the world has
witnessed. Here the Lord descended in fire in sight of all the peo

pIe; it was this mountain that witnessed the thunders and lightnings

and the voice of the trumpet that heralded His approach; on it
the thick cloud, in whieh He veiled His glory, rested; from it the
smoke ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and all its granite peaks

-the whole mount-quaked greatly at the presence of its Creator.
The allowing of the imagination to dwell on this awful scene must

surely startle the most callous and worldly heart, if but for a

moment, from its indifference to unworldly things. I lifted up my

heart to that GOD Who here gave His law to His creatures with

such awe-inspiring accompaniments, and mentally exclaimed "Write
Thou Thy law upon my heart."

Advancing across the plain of Er-rahah and leaving the Wady
Er-rahah to our left, we entered the valley of the convent, whose

lofty white walls and green green trees we had seen as we crossed
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the plain. The Sinai !,'TOUp has towards the north this narrow val

ley in which stands the monastery, and towards the' South the still

narrower valley 'Yady Leji, in which stands the deserted monastery
of EI-Arbaeen. Riding up to this enchanted castle like a knight of

romance I ought to have blown my horn before the gate; but there

were two difficulties, first, there was no gate, and secondly, I had no
horn to blow. However I halloed and soon observed a square black
cap examining me from an opening high up in the wall. I tendered
"ta grammata"- the letters with which we were furnished from the

Greek convent at Cairo to said black cap, upon which it sent down a
rope inwhich I placed the letters and theywere drawn up. Meanwhile,

the rest of our party had come up, our personal luggage was taken off

our dromedaries, and, the letters proving satisfactory, a thick rope

was lowered in a loop at the end of which I placed myself. The height
was considerable-and dangling between heaven and earth like
Mohammad's coffin (the simile is worn out, but it may pass here in

the land of the Muslim,) I thought they raised me but slowly, so
I halloed out "Gallough" as lustily as I could, and then they ran

me up fast enough. I was received by the black cap with a friendly

greeting at the open door above. Three or four Arabs were working
the windlass by which I had just been drawn up. Mr. G-- and

our baggage followed. Mr. and Mrs. B-- were allowed to come

in by the garden gate, out of respect to th~ sex of the lady. We
were soon installed in our rooms; :Mr. G-- and I having a toler
ably comfortable room* between us. It had a table and divans, the

latter destined to serve as beds at night. An old man, I suppose a
lay brother, soon appeared, bringing us each a small glass of Arrack,

a spirit made from dates, and some comfits. 'Ve did not much like
the spirit, which tasted like gin with a dash of peppermint in it.
The same old man afterwards brought us coffee. We had arrived

about half-past three, and soon after six, Hagazee managed. to pro

duce us a very fair dinner. I suppose he must have had the
material in his saddle-bags, for the convent furnishes travellers with
little beyond lodging, bread, and water, the latter 'both excellent.

Seven o'clock arrived and still l\Iohammad and the luggage camels
.. Not improbably the very one in which Dr. Tischendorf afterwards discovered
the Sinaitio MS.-.Aleph, among a basket of fragments destined for the fire.
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arrived not. Mr. G-- became horribly fidgetty and apprehensive

for the safety of his portmanteau which contained his money. In

about an hour more they arrived. It had been a very long day for
the camels, and some of them had fallen, which had caused delay.

Mr. G-- anxious still for his beloved portmanteau, as the luggage

could not be allowed to enter to-night-half-past six, it was said, is

the hour of closing the convent-hallocd out to J\Iohammad to place

the portmanteaus all together and sleep upon them, lest they should

be stolen from beneath his very nose by some prowling Gebeleeh.
Mohammad promised great watchfulness and care, and Mr. G--'s
anxiety was in some degree alleviated. ·We found the Count and
Madame de Gasparin, in whose company I had intended to cross

the desert, still at the convent. They had heard of the news from

France before leaving Cairo.
28th. We were determined to take the bull by the horns, so at

twenty minutes past nine (too late by at least an hour) we started

to ascend Mount S. Catherine. This mountain is much loftier than
Gebel Moosa, and is ascended principally for the sake of the magni

ficent view from the summit. We had one of the brethren, the
cobbler of the convent, named Apostolick, for our guide. After

travelling so long under the guidance of the prophets Moosa and
Mohammad we were now under the guidance of an apostle. Fol

lowing him we passed through two iron doors and a subterraneous

passage, which gave us egress by a very low door into the garden

of the convent. Passing out at the garden gate we found a number

of the Gebeleeh, a sort of Arab peasantry dependent in a great
measure on the convent. One shouldered our bag of provisions and
the rest followed whether we would or no. Quitting the valley of

the convent and passing round the 'Vestern end of Sinai, our guide
pointed out to us a stone, on which he said that Moses broke the

two tables. Proceeding onward, we soon entered the narrow \Vady

Lejtt. As we advanced up it, we observed several ancient inscrip

tions on the rocks, said to be Hebrew. If so, they must be legible,
and very interesting to a Hebrew scholar. A little further on our

guide stopped uS before a stone about twelve feet high, and as many
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wide and not so much in thickness. It was granite, and appeared,
like those around it, to have been detached (,'ld to have rolled down

from the mountain above, but what was remarkable was a vein of
another sort of stone running through it in a vertical direction. In

this vein, on the side towards us were some notches, and passing

round to the back we found similar notches in the same vein, the
vein passing right through the stone as I said before. This then,
as our guide informed us, was the Hagar 1Ioosa, the rock which
Moses smote and the waters gushed out. The notches were supposed

to be made by the trickling of the water. Of course there is no

water flowing now. Our guide told us that as soon as the people
reached Jerusalem the waters ceased to flow. This part of the

tradition is grounded probably on 1 Cor. x, 4, but seems unwar
ranted by anything in the sacred text. For how long the water

flowed from the smitten rock is a second and different question.

But is this the rock 1 'Ve could not think so, the thing appeared
absurd. This was not a rock but a stone; it can scarely be said to
be in Horeb (Ex. xvii, 6,) for it is in the valley below the mountain.

It is true it may have been detached and fallen since the period

referred to, but it appeared evident to me that the whole tradition
rested on the peculiar appearance in the stone, which had suggested,

perhaps to the Empress Helena, the idea of its having been caused

by the trickling or flowing of water. Quitting the Hagar :Moosa,
we soon afterwards reached the deserted monastery of EI-Arbaeen.
Arbaeen is the Arabic for jorty, and the monastery was so named,
no doubt, with reference to the forty days which :Moses passed in

the mountain at the foot of which it stands. It is now, as I said,
deserted, but numerous olive trees and a splendid cypress still grow
in what was the garden of the monastery. There still remains too

a well of excellent water. After quitting this spot, we eommenced

the ascent of :Mount S. Catherine in earnest. The path was steep

and rough, being over loose fragments of granite. We kept well

together for a good while, :Mrs. B-- fighting her way upwards
manfully. At length I tired and went ahead with Mohammad,

leaving the others to follow with Apostolick the guide. The path
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was in some places difficult, if not dangerous, and near the top it
was a regular scramble up the rocks, sometimes with hands as well

as feet. I often asked myself, as I climbed up these places, if Mrs.
B- would succeed in reaching the top. I reached it about five
hours after leaving the convent. Mohammad lighted a fire to make

coffee and I lighted my pipe. The view from the top is truly mag
nificent. I suppose it is unequalled in the world for extent, owing
to the dryness and purity of the atmosphere and the formation of
the country on which I looked down.*' Immediately around me
were lofty mountains, their granite peaks and precipitous sides bare

and rugged. Gebel Moosa was just below me on the opposite side
of the valley Leja, a striking object which could not fail to attract
the attention even of one entirely unacquainted with its history.
Mount SerMI too looked grand, though at a greater distance.
Beyond the mountains lay the shining yellow sands of the desert.
Beyond it, towards the North and West, the waves of the Red Sea
glittered in the sun, towards the South and East lay the deep blne
waters of the Gulf of Akabah. Beyond these the view was bounded
by the faint outline of more distant hills. Such was the glorious
view I enjoyed from that mountain top. In about half-an-hour the
rest of the party appeared, including Mrs. B-, sadly worn out
it is true, her boots cut to pieces and her feet bleeding, but still she
had conquered the ascent. A hundred times since I have been
travelling abroad I have admired what the spirit of Englishwomen
has enabled them to accomplish and to endure, but never have I
done so more than now. We had our lunch and smoked and enjoyed
the fine view for nearly an hour. There is one monkish legend
connected with this mountain, and to which it owes its name. It
is absurd enough. It is said that S. Catherine having been
beheaded, her body was carried off by angels and was found a
thousand years after (the finder having been directed by a dream) in
perfect preservation on the top of this mountain. It was removed
with all due solemnity to the convent where it now reposes in a
coffin of silver. It was time however to descend. 'Ve descended

pretty quickly, but it was half-past six and dark before we reached

• Mount S. Catherine is 8168 and Gebel Moosa 7097 feet above the sea.
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the convent, all of us tolerably well tired, Mrs. B-- sadly knocked

up. Throughout the day I had the greatest difficulty in under
standing our cobbling guide and in making myself understood by
him. He spoke very little Arabic, and I was obliged to try some
times Arabic, and sometimes Greek, but besides that one continually
cannot remember the Greek word one wants; Romaic and Greek are

very different things. Mr. G-- managed differently; he asked

questions in plain English, and though the answer had generally no

reference to the question, he was quite satisfied that he had been

understood. When one is satisfied, surely it is enough.

29th. This day we had devoted to the ascent of Gebel Moosa.
Accordingly, immediately after breakfast, Mr.B--, Mr. G--, and
I started. Mrs. B-- was unable to accompany us, not having
recovered from the fatigue of yesterday. 'Ve had the same cob
bling guide. 'Vecommenced to ascend from behind the convent.

The path has been gradually improved by the monks, during a

long series of years, and though steep is comparatively easy, in

many places by a rude flight of stairs. We passed the fountain

which the cobbler caused to spring up by his pious (1) resolution to
abandon the world. 'Ve passed through the gateway where formerly
a porter used to be stationed to whom pilgrims were obliged to

shew a written permission from the superior of the convent.

Through another rude arch and we entered a little valley or hollow

in the mountain; in the centre was a well called the well of Elijah,
and near it a single cypress. A little further is a small ruined

chapel, where our guide pointed out a hole as the sleeping-place of

Elijah, and another as that of his servant Elisha. This small valley
or hollow of the mountain is Horeb; that rounded peak which rises

steeply from the South side of it is Gebel Uoosa. It is useless to
enter into the discussion as to these localities. Able men have dis

cussed these questions without presenting to the world any very

satisfactory conclusions. I take the whole range or group between

the Wady of the convent and the Wady Leja to be undoubtedly

Sinai. Gebel Moosa is the highest peak of this range or group. It

seemS therefore a fair conclusion that it is the "top of the mount 11
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on which the Lord came down and to which :Moses at Eis command

went up, Ex. xix, 20. The plain Er-rahah seems to be the spot

where" Israel encamped before the mount," Ex. xix, 2. Its position
agrees well with the expression in the text (" before the mount,")
and it seems the only place adjacent to the mount where so great

a multitude could conveniently encamp. The two narrow valleys
seem inconvenient and incapable of containing such an encampment.
On the other hand, if Gebel ~Ioosa be "the top of the mount," I

believe that peak cannot be seen from any part of the plain Er-rahah
as seems to be required, Ex. xxiv, 17, 18. It does not appear that
the people could see :Moses when he was with the Lord in the mount,

nor that they could hear when the Lord spake to him. Neither

does it appear that Moses declared from the mount the command
ments which he had received. He "went down from the mount,"

Ex. xxxii, 15. It does not appear necessary therefore that" the top
of the mount" be within hearing distance from the spot where the

people were encamped. But is the little hollow we are now in
Eoreb 7 In Ex. iii, 1; xviii, 5; and 1 Kings xix, 8, there is nothing
to connect it with Sinai or even to identify the locality beyond this

that it is "at the back side of the desert." It was after the people

left Rephidim, Ex. xvii, 5, 6. It almost appears from Ex. xxxiii, 6,

compared with preceding and subsequent passages to be another

name for Sinai. But it matters little to pursue the enquiry further.

It is probable that Horeb is either a synonyn of Sinai or is the

name of a part of Sinai. It may well have been that Elijah lodged
in a cave here; though Eoreb is called "the mount of GOD" it is

not necessary to suppose that he lodged on the very top of it.
Mter surveying this hollow in the mountain,-the so-called, perhaps

the true Eoreb, we set ourselves to ascend to the top of Gebel

Moosa. 'Ve found it by no means so difficult as the ascent of

mount S. Catherine, and it occupied us not longer than two hours
or two and a half. There was pointed out to us near the top, the
cleft in the rock in which the Lord placed Moses when He passed

by. On the top there are two ruined chapels to which we paid

little attention. We felt more interest in the luncheon which we
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had brought up with us. It is horrible to think how romance is

swallowed up by the creature comforts as they are swallowed down,

but if the journalist tells the trnth he will be obliged to confess

that there was much real enjoyment in these after a two or three
hours hard climb. The view from the top of Gebel Moosa is of course

much inferior to that from the top of mount S. Catherine, inasmuch
as the former mountain is not so high. 'Ve descended to the con
vent and shortly afterwards (accompanied by ~1rs. B--) proceeded
to visit the chapel. I had heard that it was the most beautiful
but one in the world. It would have been more correct to say the
" finest" but one, for it has in excess all the finery which the Greek
as well as the Roman Catholic church delights in. There were pic

tures and silver lamps and all that, but there was nothing impressive;
at least I was not impressed, not even by the silver coffin of

S. Catherine. There are some mozaics in the semi-dome of the
semi-circular apse at the end of the chapel, which struck me as
being. not ill executed. The subject is the transfiguration. But we

approach" the chapel of the burning bush" behind the high altar.
vVe are comm:lIlded at the threshold to "put off our shoes from off

our feet," and we did so. 'Ve entered a little dark chapel in which
were burning a few silver lamps. There was a chased silver cover
to the recess which is supposed to be the very spot where the Lord

appeared to :\10S8S in the burning bush. One cannot readily believe

more than that it is possibly the very spot, yet one cannot believe
even thus much without a thrill of awe. It is possible, for the bush
was not consumed and Moses might, when he returned hither with

his people as their leader, recognize the spot where his commission

was first given. He might recognize it and point it out to the
elders of the people, but how could the memory of the spot be

preserved, when the people quitted the spot and none remained but
a few Arab shepherds. We afterwards visited the garden and the

bone house, where thirteen hundred human skulls are piled up in
a heap. It was a disgusting sight. This finished the day, except

of course dinner and pipes and coffee.

The preceding account was written in the convent of S. Catherine. Not
a letter has been altered.
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A FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL.

~ NEW boy! How often we hear these words and yet how
~ seldom we think of all they mean! Every half-year we come
across at least twenty or thirty new boys, and more, every half-year

we lose some fifteen or twenty-five old boys, and at least three or
four old friends. A Sunday evening not long ago, I was sitting in

my stndy all alone, with no more work to do, and I thought and
thought, and before long my thoughts took me back to my first
half at school, all I did, all I intended to do, all myoId friends,

and everything seemed so wonderfully changed, nothing like what
I had expected then. For then-

I had never yet travelled out of the county in which I was born

(and a grand old connty it is too, a gennine queen of the West)
so I was looking forward to my travels. A mingled feeling of great

pride in prospective at becoming a real public school-boy (I had
been one of some thirty or forty day-boys before,) and of misgivings
as to the way I should be received by some onc hundred and fifty
of my species whom I had never seen, caoe over me, whilst I was

packing up several days bfore I was to start, and each day the mis
givings were growing stronger and the pride weaker. The last

morning came, the last hour came at home (better to be imagined

than described.) There was seen a natural phenomenon; it had

been very wet and rainy, and yet my eyes seemed full of dust, or

. at any rate handkerchiefs were frequently applied when no one was
looking; can anyone explain this 1 At last I was on my way to

Sherborne via S. 'rV. R. At every place along the line each church
I passed seemed to answer wonderfully to the description of the

minster, though each was different. Mter a deal of expectation

and many false alarms, the train stopped again ~nd a porter with a
strong development of the nasal twang bawled out SherbOrne,

'borne, and I stepped out. I had come by an early afternoon train

(a thing I will never do again unless under wonderful provocation),

and found to my great grief that no boys were to be seen. I was
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driven up through the old gateway and deposited before what I had
for a long time past constantly thought of with fear and trembling,

the head master's front door. My dread soon vanished before a
kindly pat on the back and a substantial feed: but even luncheon

will have an end, and I was now to be examined, that myattain
ments might be discovered. I was taken to the library, and felt

duly impressed with the huge old folios, and the Irish and Gothic

and such like bibles, which I had some vague idea the sixth form
uscd to read for their amusement as I read novels. Another master

set me some Delectus to construe, which I managed to stumble
through after a great deal of trouble with no worse mistake than

making a simple neuter participle into some wonderful irregular
comparative adjective, by a most ingenious process of elimination
ingenious but alas not true-and I was set down for Form lII, and

then dismissed. For a long time I wandered up and down the day
room passage, seeking rest and finding none, at le~tst for my

thoughts, contemplating my boxes with anxious eyes for want of
something better to do. At last in the distance, as I strolled along

to the door non sine lacrymis, (excuse my weakness kindly reader,
and still more my Latin,) I saw two huge swells walking along
under the old elm trees. I put them down at once for some gran

dees in the august and venerable sixth, and could almost fancy I
heard them discussing the origin of the letters of Phalaris, or the

difficult problems of squaring the circle, or the philosopher's stone,

or perhaps some future school reform big with mighty results in

the rising generation. So when they asked me my name and where

I came from, I answered them most accurately in due form with the
addition of a "sir", and an underlying feeling of growing importance
inside me. I afterwards found out, to my no small astonishment
and disappointment, that the above-mentioned gentlemen were

peculiarly mild individuals, who never till they left could understand

what Cresar meant to say, and thought him a marvellously clever

man as he was a soldier, and yet knew his Latin so well; by the

way, how they envied him this last accomplishment. Bye and bye,

fellows came pouring in in sets generally of twos, sometimes more,
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every one trying to describe all his holiday trips and excitement to

any dear friend (how especially dear then) who would be content to

listen. Here und there (but few and far between) a boy of misan

thropic turn of mind would saunter in alone, looking most miserable
and discontented. Eyery one eyed me with a great deal of curiosity

and a certain feeling of ill-concealed superiority, most stopping to

ask 'Vhat's your name 7 'Vhere do you come from 7 'Vhat's the
governor 7 (1 thought at the time they must mean Who's papa 7

and luckily 1 was not wrong,)-and if they had plenty of time to

spare, How many sisters have you got 7 'Vhat are their names 7 1

had not time to answer every thing, so 1 made a judicious choice,

taking care if possible to avoid the last two questions. But every

thing must have an end, and so had these inquisitive remarks.

Soon, for the first time, (and who could count how often since 7) 1
heard the old school bell, meaning tea in hall. I hurried down and
saw once more the old-fashioned mode of introduction to the school

gone through with one new fellow (though happily not myself,) for

the very last time, 1 believe, in the memory of man. The unfor

tunate victim was mounted on a form in front of King Edward
and told to make a bow in accordance with immemorial custom,

and as his back was turned, the poor unsuspecting fresh-comer

received a blow from several toes behind in a tender quarter, and

finished his bow in true Oriental style, upon his face; my turu might

have come next, for all 1 know, but just at the nick of time the

authorities appeared on the scene. The evening wore on slowly and

for me most tediously, and with it came my introduction to my
bedroom and very soon afterwards to my bed. Then came refreshing

sleep, and landed me in the arms of Morpheus (you see myforte is

evidently classics 1) a Shirburnian then for the first time and for

ever afterwards. My dreams took me far onwards to the time when

I should be one of the noble sixth, swaying the destinies of K. S. S.

(as I thought) immensely. .And who can say my dreams may yet

be accomplished some day 7 Non est desperandum.

Q. E. F.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

Friday, the 23rd, has been fixed for the day for breaking up.
The prizes will be gi,en away the e,ening before; and the Old
Fellows' Football match will be played on the afternoon of the
same day, Thursday, the 22nd.

'Ve are sorry to inform our readers that there will be no concert

gi,en at the cnd of the half. Indeed this institution, to which we

all look forward to so much, seems to have died a natural death.
The prizes for the 'Digby' examination have been awarded as

follows: on the "JIathematical and Natural Science side, H.Williams;

on the ~Iodcrn Language side, F. Beckley.
The new buildings are progressing favorably and will, we trust,

be completed entirely before the end of the half.
We are glad to see that the honor of Sherborne has been worthily

upheld in the college sports at Oxford this term, A. F. E. Forman

having succeeded in gaining the second prize for putting the weight,
and J. C. Heathcotc two second prizes in the half-mile and 440

yards, at their respective colleges. E. S. Hall has also distinguished

himself by getting the first prize in the Hurdle Race, and three
second prizes in the Worcester College races.

FIVES MATCHES.

'YE were fortunate enough to finish the double matches just
before the bad weather set in. In both the Senior and Junior it
was pretty evident who would be the winners of the first prizes,
and the result proved according to expectation. In the Senior,
W. H. Game and F. Edwards succeeded in defeating all their oppo

nents with considerable ease, in no case requiring a third game:

the same remark applies to the Juniors, for C. Weir and G. Twynam
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were by far the strongest couple. Not so for the second prizes, in
the Senior matches it was very uncertain who would prove the win

ners. Bellew and Pulling, who were the remaining couple, were
challenged by Smith and Addison. After a most exciting game, the

latter succeeded in winning; the second game was won compara

tively easily by the same couple.
In the first round, there were very good games played between

Weir and Whitely against Cox and deWinton, mi.; and in the second

round, Broadmead an.d Ashworth, mi., made a good fight against
Bellew and Pulling; also deWinton, tert., and Sewell had to do
their best to defeat Wany and Wallingtoll.

In the second round of the Junior matches, three very good
games were played by Clat>ke and Bames against Humble, ma., and

Peren, mi. Scott and Chaffey also played well against Genn and
Louch, but were defeated in the third game. In the third round,

contrary to all expectations, Gill and Upcott succeeded in beating
Clarke and Bames; Gill certainly played up very well indeed,
having to do a good share of his partner's work. 'Veil' and Twynam

easily defeated Gill and Upcott in the final round, thereby being
left the winners.

Gill aIld Upcott were challenged by Louch and Genn for second,

but they did not succeed in winning either game. Gill deserves the

highest praise for the plucky manner in which he played up; we

expect to see him do great things in the single.

'1'he Single matches are not yet finished; the account of them

will be given in the next Shirburnian.

Subjoined are the rounds:

SENIOR M.A.TCHES.

beat

beat

First Round:

Bellew beat
Pulling
Warry
Wallington beat

Smith
Addison beat

de\Vinton, ma.
Whitehead, mi.
Watkins
Whitehead, ma.
Moore
Stephenson

Broadmead
Ashworth, mi.

Gamo
Edwards

Sewell b t
deWinton, tort. ea

Weir
Whiteley

Bateson
beat Liddell

Twynam
Fortescue
Ashworth, ma.
Williams

Cox
deWinton, mi.
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Weir
WhiteleY

odd couple.

beatBellew
Pulling

Broadmead
Ashworth, mi.

Bellew
Pulling

Broadmead Game beat Sewell
Ashworth, mi. Edwards deWinton, tert.

Extra R01tnri for 2nd Prize:

Smith beat Bellew
Addison Pulling

Smith
Addison

b t Warry
ea Walliugton

Second Round:
Game
Edwards beat

Sewell
deWinton, tert.

Third Round:

Bellew beat
Pulling

Final Round:
Game
Edwards beat

JUNIOR MATCHES.

beat

First Round :
Humble, ma.
Peren, mi.
Scott
Chaffey

Weir, mi.
Twynam

beat

beat

Hall
Norman, mi.

Bewes
Churchill
Shettle
Taylor, tert.

Clarke
Barnes beat

Gill
Upcott, mi.

Genn
Louch

Hughes
JlIant

Hole
Lynch

beat

beat

beat

James
Fletcher

Game, mi.
Rigden, mi.
Paley
Tanner, mi.

beat

beat

Second Round:
Clarke
Barnes

Weir beat
Twynam

Third Round:
Gill
Upcott

Final Round:

Humble, ma. Genn beat Scott
Peren, mi. Louch ChaEcy
Hughes Gill odd coupleMant Upcott

Clarke Weir beat Genn
Barnes Twynam Louch

Weir beat
Gill

Twynam Upcott

FOOTBALL.

The inclemency of the weather has prevented us from playing so
many games as otherwise we should have done; the following are
those that have taken place:

Oct. 28th, 30th.-The first Twelve v. the School. This game
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was very well contested throughout, both sides playing up with

great vigour, the twelve ultimately claiming the victory, thanks to

two goals (kicked by Game and Twynam) to the school's one
(kicked by H. Whitehead.)

Nov. 2nd.-The School House v. The School. Contrary to all

expectations, this game terminated in (l victory for the school house;
notwithstanding the determined opposition offered by many of the

school, their opponents carried all before them, obtaining three goals

(kicked by Game, E. H. deWinton, and J. P. deWinton) and six
touches, to their adversaries' one goal (by Twynam) and two touches.

Nov. 9th, 12th.-The middle of the Chapel v. The School. This
game resulted in a much easier victory for the former than was

anticipated: both sides fought hard, but the winners were evidently
the heavier; they obtained four goals (three by Game and one by
H. Whitehead) to their opponents' two (by J. P. deWinton and
W. K. Weir.)

Nov. 16th, 23rd.-The VIth and Vth v. The Prefects and School.

Though the school was much superior in point of numbers, yet the

forms, by dint of hard work, succeeded in defeating them: for the
victors, Twynam kicked three goals and H. Whitehead one; the

losers only obtaining one by A. J. deWinton.

Nov. 5th.-There was a Paper Chase, the meet being opposite the

Yeatman Hospital. The foxes were W. H. Game, T. Shettle, and
L. E. Greaves, who led the hounds at a very good pace, round Yet
minster. 'Ve were very glad to notice so many of the hounds so
well up, at least twenty fellows came in within ten minutes after

the foxes, all of whom had followed the scent the entire chase.

The Old Fellows' Football match is fixed for Thursday, December

22nd. All who wish to play are requested to send in their names

to the Rev. H. P. Price, Long Street, Sherborne, without delay.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear 111'. Editor,

I look every week through the reports of Football
matches in the Field and in Bell's Life, hoping to find in one of
them at least our school matches reported; but as yet, this season,

my search has always had the same result. It is rather trying to

our patience to have to wait a whole month before hearing anything

of the games that have been played at Sherborne: and it is better

too that the accounts should appear side by side with the matches
of other schools as well as in our own 1bgazine, that it may not be
forgotten by the world at large that at K. S. S. the noble game of
football is still kept up and played as vigorously as ever.

Yours, etc.,
PUBLICITY.

Dear 111'. Editor,

Now that the concerts, which the choir used

to treat us to at the end of each half, seem to have died a natural
death, could they not be rcplaced by theatricals 1 Surely out of

the large number of which the school is composed, this would be
practicable, for I have often heard many fellows express a wish that
theatricals should be performed, in whidl they were willing to take
a part; so there would be no difficulty in securing actors: with
regard to the dresses there nced be no difficulty, as eithcr the actors

themselves could procure them, or else the requisite turn-out could

soon be obtained by a general subscription. As to the house, where
could a better green-room be found than :Jlr. Blanche's class-room;

the stage at the upper end of the school-room, and the actors
entering and retiring by the passage in the wall.

Hoping that I have not taken up too much of your valuable

space, and to see these suggestions acted upon,

I have the honor to remain, dear :Jlr. Editor.

Yours sincerely,

A WOULD-BE ACTOR.
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Dear ~rr. Editor,

Correspondence.

Christmas is fast approaching-suggestive
of bruises received at the Past and Present Football match; of

superior, ahem! though uninteresting singing, yclept the Concert ;
of the grand supper in the hall, and of inferior though, perhaps,
more interesting vocalisation after it. Now it is with a view to

this last, that I have written two songs, which I give free leave to
any boy to sing, if they are not too stupid.

THE GRIEFS OF SCHOOL LIFE.

Tune "I dreamt I dwelt in marble halla."

KIND friends, a school-boy here you aee,
A victim to disgrace,

Who 'a been abominably sold,
In coming to this place;

I thought before I came here,
That all work was merely play,

But now I've found out my mistake
And have to work each day!

Yes, contrary to all my hopes,
I grind quite half the day! !

A fellow leads a wretched life
At home as well as school;

For there he 'a called a 'school.boy',
And here he's named a 'fool' ;

The masters all unfeeling are,
The girls they are so sharp,

That each upon these tender points
Continually harp ;

Yes, all at home, both old and young,
On my school.boyship harp.

It's useless, worse than useless,
To try to remonstrate,

They will persist in treating one
As if a boy of eight;

They ask me, How I like my school?
How !Uany boys are there?

And when I answer" I don't know,"
They absolutely stare,

Yes, when I say" I cannot tell,"
They have the cheek to stare.

My surname is nnfortunate,
That no oue can deny,

The nickname they've made out of it's
Enongh to make one cry;

Whenever I go in the courts,
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This horrid name they shout,
With many other cruel taunts,

And 'mongst them that of' lont;'
Yes, masters too and boys unite

In calling me a ' lout.'

Yet when I've got to leave at last
The scene of all these woes,

To pass at Oxford 'versity,
My great and little goes;

Still, though new pb,ces win my heart,
And though new pleasures bind,

I yet shall love, as school-boy ought,
The school I've left behind

There's no place to Sherbornians like
The school they've left behind.
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The second one is an adaptation of a well-known Classical tale

ALCESTIS AND ADNETUS.

ADllIETUS was a working man,
Who loved his glass of grog,

And pretty nearly every night
Got drunk as any hog:

For oh ! he had a vixen wife,
Alcestis was her name,

And the way she used to hen-peck him
It was an awful shame. '

Her eyes were grey, her nose was red,
And sharpened at the point,

Her temper quick, her fist was tough,
And tough was every joint:

Her waist of that gigantic size,
You 'Id think it fit to burst,

And may you never have a wife
With such a temper curst.

On Saturday, as usual,
With lli. Hercules,

Admetus at the Antelope
Got fuddled by degrees!

He did his best to drink and drink,
As long as he was able,

And then at last with many an oath
He sank upon the table.

" He's drunk himself to death," said they,
"You 'Id think he's gone to Hades.

The only consolation is
That all this good for trade is."

"He can't have croaked," said Hercules,
"I'll go and fetch Alcestis,

To bring a drunken man to life
A wife of all things best is."
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Alcestis came and saw her man
Then flew into a passion-

"You are a brute to treat your wife
In this disgraceful fashion:

I sce, you never think of me,
My painful situation,

Expecting UUliher three"-on this
She made a long oration.

Admetus merely to her words
Sepulchral groans responded,

Until at last to make him hear
His faithful spouse desponded:

With that she flourished round her head
A birch made up of switches,

And then she came down with a smack
On his patcnt corduroy breeches.

This blow delivered at the cnd
Of her irate oration,

Was quite as telling on her man
As Bright's best peroration,

He staggered to his feet and cursed
His interfering wife:

And thus it was Aleestia brought
Her husband back to life.

\
I

Tunes do not at all matter, but if anyone wants one for this, I
should advise him to sing it to the celebrated melody that is
reported, on good authority, to have caused the decease of the
senicow.

I remain, Yours to command,

R. B. W.
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OLD SHIRBURNIAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

WE have been requested to publish the accompanying List of
Annual Subscribers of One Guinea to this Fund.

Adams, W. P. C., Ex. Col!., Oxford
Austiu, E. J., Trin. ColI., Oxford
Babington, R., Admiralty, Whitehall
Badcock, A. P., Paymaster.Goneral's

Office, Whitehall
Barton, J., Keble College, Oxford
Beadon, H. S., Secretariat, Calcutta
Beadou, R. J., Iuner Temple
Bennet, E. G., 48th Regiment
Bennett, F. E., New College, Oxford

_Bennett, S. A., Ball. ColI., Oxford
Boodle, R. W., Nagd. ColI., Oxford
Brodie, B. E., Inland Revenue Office,

Somerset House
Bnchanan, T. R., Inner Temple
Carlyon, A. K., 14, Red Lion Sqnare,

W.C.
Chatteris, C. E., 1, Gresham Buildings,

E.C.
Davies, E., 13, Dock Street, Newport
Easton, P. P., Pemb. CoIL, Oxford
Edwards, Z., Lincoln's Inn
Fenn, E. L., Nayland, Snffolk

_ Ffooks, J., S. Alban Hall, Oxford
Forman, A. F. E., Trin. ColI., Oxford
Frere, Rev. E. T., Harpenden, S. Alban'a
Game, G. R, 38, Threadneedle St., E.C.
Goldsmith, H. St. B., Sherborne (donation for 1870)
Gould, F., Lincoln's Inn
Griffith, G. W., Cadoxton, Neath,

Glamorgan
RaIl, E. S., Wor. ColI., Oxford
Hammond, Rev. C. E., Ex. Coil., Oxford
Heathcote, J. C., Oriel College, Oxford

- Henning, C. N., Sherborne
Renning, F., Sherborne 1(' t· " 18"0)
Renning, G., Cains CoIL, Cambridge j uona lon .01' •

Henley, E. F., 2, Bedford Row, W.C.
Highmore, N., Inland Revenne Office,

Somerset House
Rntchins, P. B., Inner Temple
Lawrence, T. N., Lincom's Inn
Nalan, A. H., Keblo College, Oxford
1>falan, A. N., Eagle House, Wimbledon
1>falan, E. C., Worcester Call., Oxford
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- Marshall, C. H. T., 6, Frederick's Place, ,
Old Jewry, E.C.

Miller, H., Oborne, Sherhorne
Mogg, W., Ex. ColI., Oxford
Parsons, J., 8, Brunswick Place, Swansea
Perry, W. C., Ex. ColI., Oxford
Perry-Keene, Rev. C. J., Halsall,

Ormskirk
Powys, Capt. L. A., 59th Regiment
Price, Rev. H. P., Sherborne
Rawlinson, Rev. H. J., Berkhampstead,

Herts
Sparks, A. B., 14, Mincing Lane, E.C.

- Tamplin,W.H., 33,Old Burlington St.,W.
Tancock, C. C., Ex. ColI., Oxford
Tuffnell, W., Ex. ColI., Oxford
Tuson, E. L., Pemb. ColI., Oxford
Tuson, W. H., West of England Bank,

Bristol
Upcott, C. J., Manor House, Cullompton
Upcott, W., Knowle, Cullompton
Upcott, L. E., C. C. ColI., Oxford
Ward, J., Inland Revenue Office,

Somerset Rouse
~ /) Wood, R., Ex. ColI., Oxford.

\ ...: ...

The above/is a list of those Old Shirbumians whose subscriptions
have been actually paid (for the current year) or definiteiy promised:
but it is expected that some additions will have to be made in
respect of subscribers whose names, owing to difficulties of commu
nication and other causes, it has been found impossible to introduce
into the present list.

It is intended to hold (if possiblc before Christmas,) a general
meeting of Old Shirbumians, to consider the scheme generally and
make arrangements for the future management of the Fund. Due
notice as to time and place will be forwarded to all Shirbumians
whose addresses can be ascertained.
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THE DEBATING CLUB.

COMMITTEE.

A. J. deWINToN, President.
J. TANNER, Vice-President.
H. WILLIAMS, Secretary.

C. WHITEHEAD.
A. ADAMS.
W. H. GAME.

Nov. lst.-Proposed, A. J. deWinton... "That Capital punish·

ment ought to be abolished."

Ayes.
"deWinton
"C. Whitehead
"Weir

Noes.
"Adams
"J. Tanner
"Game
"Crawford
"H. Whitehead
*Watkins
"Venn
*Walsh
"Hancock
"Wah:on
"St. Barhe
*E. Tanner
Pnlling

Nov. Sth.-Proposed, J. Tanner... " That Hannibal was the
greatest General that ever lived."

Noes.
"Game
*C. Whitehead
"Venn
"Hancock
"Crawford

Spenser
Weir
Pulling
Watson
St. Barhe
Walsh

Mr. Broadmead declined to vote.

Ayes.
"J. Tanner
*deWinton
"H. Whitehead
"Adams
"Peren
E. Tanner
Warry

An•Asterisk.is prefixed to the name of et'ery Member who spoke during the Deba,te.
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Nov. 15th.-Proposed, H. Whitehead... " That promotion from

the ranks would be unbenefieial to the army."

Ayes.

*H. Whitehead
*Williams
*J. Tanner
*Crawford
*Watson
*E. Tanner

Venn
Hancock
Spenser

Noes.

*Game
*C. Whitehead
*deWinton
*Warry
Peren
Pulling
Walsh
St. Barbe

Nov. 22nd.-Proposed, 'V. H. Game... " That no nation would be

justified in interfering by force between France and Prussia."

Ayes.

*Game
*deWinton
*H. Whitehead
*J. Tanner

Venn
Crawford
E. Tanner
Peren
Watson
Eastment
St. Barbe
Walsh

Noes.

*Williams
*C. Whitehead
*Adams
*Warry

Goodall

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDBNTS.

We have received a letter from" Dribbler," on the subject of
Football, which we are sorry to say we have not room for in this
number. He advocates the principle of not touching the ball at
all with the hands, a system which is at present being tried.
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No contribution will be inserted which is nqt the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has been, a member of the School.

No anonymous contributions will be accepted: but the full name
must be enclose,d in a sealed envelope, which will not be opened if
the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers, the whole'
is to be sent in at once.

N.B.-No contributions will be returned.

Declined with thanks-" The Ascent of the Matterhorn."

Reserved for further consideration-" Our Colomes."

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and only on one side

of the pape1-.

l'ltlXTEDllY JAMES ELLIS, PAR.l.DE, SHERBORXE,


